
Anterior Hip Replacement – Post-op Instructions

Guidelines After Anterior Total Hip Replacement Surgery

Congratulations on your new Total Hip Replacement (THR)! I am excited to guide you through your
recovery as you begin to regain your active lifestyle. This document will attempt to help you through
your recuperation with activity guidelines, as well as answer some of the most common questions that
patients have after undergoing this procedure.

By the time you have left the hospital/rehab facility, you should be able to get in-out of bed by
yourself, walk with the cane several hundred feet, and go up and down stairs. The biggest challenge in
the early recovery of a THR (up to 6 weeks postoperative) is maintaining your hip precautions to
prevent dislocation.

We will send a physical therapist to your house to help you with the walking and hip exercises. The
therapist will likely come to your residence 2 to 3 times per week. After the first two weeks it is better
to be seen in an outpatient physical therapy clinic. On the days that the therapist does not come, it is
still important for you to continue walking and perform your exercises. Most patients will continue to
need the cane for walking until 2-4 weeks postoperative; if you feel that you still need it for
safety/balance, please continue to use it.

I like to see you in the office and examine you before prescribing outpatient physical therapy. If your
home therapist feels that you are finished with the home regimen and stops going to your house,
please wait until you return to my office before going to outpatient PT.

Walking:

I recommend that you walk as much as you feel comfortable (at least 2-3 times a day), trying to walk
a little further each time. You may walk inside or outside as you feel comfortable. As stated above, you
will need a walker or cane for stability for the first 3-6 weeks. When you begin to feel that you don’t
need the cane anymore, you can begin to wean from the cane; that is, you can stop using it for short
distances and walk further and further without it. Pretty soon you will be forgetting to use your cane!

Motion:

You need to maintain certain hip precautions in order to avoid dislocation. These precautions include:
not extending the hip behind you, and not externally rotating the foot outward. You must maintain
these precautions until I see you in the office.

You do not need to worry about sitting in low chairs, toilet seats, or driving. You can also sleep in any
position you want, and do not need the pillow between your legs.

You must maintain these precautions until I see you in the office.

Pain control:

Once you get home and further out from surgery, you may try to wean from the pain medication, as
there are many side effects of taking narcotics. I suggest that you try decreasing the amount of pain
medication or increasing the interval between doses in order to wean from the medication during the
day. You may have to try different methods to see what works best for you. You can also take an



anti-inflammatory medication such as ibuprofen (Advil) or naproxen (Aleve), if your stomach can
handle this.

Exercises:

The early exercises for the THR consist of the following, and should be done by performing 5 sets of
10 through the course of the day:

1. Ankle pumps

2. Quad sets (pressing the knee down)

3. Gluteal squeezes

Later exercises should be done in the same fashion and include:

1. Side raises (abduction) in a standing position and while lying on your side

2. Hip extensions (moving the hip backwards) in a standing position

3. Limited straight leg raises (do not do this with any weights)

I recommend that you walk as much as you feel comfortable (at least 2-3 times a day), trying to walk
a little further each time. You may walk inside or outside as you feel comfortable. As a rough
guideline, patients can walk up to 1 mile at a time, by 2 weeks after surgery. My best advice to you
during your recovery is to listen to your body – that is, if you feel pain during an exercise or
afterwards, you have probably overdone it

Please call my office to make a followup appointment at 6 weeks post-operative to see one of my
physician assistants. We will obtain x-rays of your new hip and go over the plan to continue making
progress.

Frequently Asked Questions:

When can I shower?

You can shower as soon as you get home if you have dissolvable stitches; if I felt that you would be
better served with staples, then you will have to completely cover the staples before showering, or
wait until they are removed (7-10 days post op). We usually use a dressing that will remain on for 7
days post op and it is ok to shower with that dressing on. With either stitches or staples, do not
immerse the incision in water, and just pat it dry

How long should I use the pain medication?

This is different for each patient; some are able to use Tylenol or Advil after you leave the hospital,
and others require pain medication as needed for 2-3 weeks. A general rule is that you should try to
decrease your use of these medications as time passes.

When should I go to outpatient therapy?

I like to see you in follow up before you go as an outpatient; that way I can tailor your PT to what you
need. However, if you feel that it is essential that you begin outpatient PT right away, you can call my
office and we will provide a prescription and a list of places.



When can I drive?

You should not drive as long as you are taking narcotic pain medication. Since you are able to sit in
regular chairs when you are comfortable, you will be able to drive when you are comfortable sitting
and able to lift your leg from side to side. If it is your left hip, you can resume driving when you feel
your reaction times are back to normal (about 2-3 weeks). If it is your right hip, you may need to wait
another week or two.

I feel “clicking” inside the hip, is this normal?

The clicking is a result of the soft tissues moving across around the hip, or the artificial parts coming
into contact with one another. This sensation usually diminishes as your muscles get stronger.

I am experiencing a lot of swelling, is this normal?

Fluid can accumulate in the legs due to the effect of gravity. It is not unusual that you didn’t have it in
the hospital, but it got worse when you went home (because you are doing more!) To combat this, you
should elevate your legs at night by lying on your back and placing pillows under the legs so that they
are above your heart. There are also TEDS stockings (the white stockings from the hospital) that you
can put on during the day – have someone help you on with them in the morning, use them during
the day, and then take them off at night. If you did not get the TEDS from the hospital, you can
purchase knee high, medium (15-20 mmHg) compression surgical stockings at most drug stores.

Can I work out in the gym?

You can go to the gym and resume upper body workouts, as long as the hip is in a non-loaded position
(you should be sitting, not standing, when using weights).

When can I return to work?

It depends on your occupation. It is never a mistake to take more time off in the beginning of your
recovery, as it will give you time to focus on your hip. I recommend taking at least 3 weeks off for a
single total hip replacement. Keep in mind that you will still need to use a chair cushion and a high
toilet seat for 6 weeks after surgery.

When can I go to the dentist?

Please wait until 3 months after surgery, as the hip is still healing and there is increased blood flow to
this area.

Can I travel?

In general, I like to see you before you fly. If you are traveling by car, you should be sure to take
frequent breaks so that you don’t feel too stiff when getting up. On an airplane, I like you to wear
compression stockings (if within 1 month post op), and take a couple of walks during the flight. Having
an aisle and bulkhead seat will help you get more space. on something well-padded.
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